
Castle Collage

Step 1
First, lay out the stencils on a sheet of paper to build up your composition. Once you’re satisfied with your castle 
structure, trace the stencils with a pencil. This will be the base that you’ll use to build your castle collage.  
Step 2
Each castle will be unique. If you want to use decorative papers, simply retrace your stencil on the paper  
you want to use and cut out the shape. Then, glue it to your base in the space you traced out for that shape. 
Use our Color Diffusing Papers and liquid watercolors to add bright and beautiful sections to your collage. 
Or, draw, paint and color directly onto your collage base inside your stencil tracing.
Step 3
Use the Building Textures Rubbing Plates to create shingles, rock walls, wooden doors, stained glass, and 
more. You can make rubbings on different kinds of papers, using pencils, markers, crayons, charcoals or 
pastels. Cover the rubbing plate with acrylic paint and lay a sheet of paper over it to create a relief print. 
When your rubbings are ready, trace your stencils over them. Cut out the shapes and attach them to your 
base with glue.

Build a medieval castle with shapes, textures and colors. Our Create-A-Castle kit  
comes complete with castle stencils and building textures rubbing plates which will  
jumpstart our progress. Even though we’ll be using the components from the kit, everyone’s castle will be a 
unique creation. Personalize your collage with different papers, colors, and artistic mediums.

Grade Level: KG & Up 
Time: 60 mins. 

Difficulty: Medium 
Clean Up: Soap & Water

Materials Used: 
Roylco Create-A-Castle (R58628) 
drawing paper (11x17") 
pencil  
acrylic paints 
brushes  
markers  
crayons 
pastels 
glue 
scissors

Optional Materials:  
Roylco Color Diffusing Paper (R15213) 
liquid watercolors  
water  
misting bottle  
paper towels 

For more inspiration and fun ideas, visit our website!
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